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ON p-ADIC REGULATORS FOR GSp(4)×GL(2) AND GSp(4)×GL(2)×GL(2)
DAVID LOEFFLER AND SARAH LIVIA ZERBES
Abstract. We compute the images of motivic cohomology classes for GSp4×GL2 and GSp4×GL2×GL2
under the syntomic regulator, and relate them to non-critical values of suitable p-adic L-functions.
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1. Introduction
The main results of [HJS20] and [LZ20b, §8] concern the construction of classes in the motivic coho-
mology of the Shimura varieties associated to the groups GSp4×GL2 and GSp4×GL2×GL2. These
classes are obtained as the pushforward of suitable classes in the motivic cohomology of the product


























in [LSZ17]. They can be shown to vary in p-adic families (in the former case, they form an Euler sys-
tem, while the latter construction the vary in Hida families, analogous to the construction of diagonal
cycles in [DR14]), and they hence have potential applications to the Bloch–Kato conjecture and the Iwa-
sawa Main Conjecture for the Galois representations attached to automorphic forms of the underlying
Shimura variety. The missing piece of information for these arithmetic applications is a so-called explicit
reciprocity law, relating the cohomology classes to critical values of the L-functions of the automorphic
representations.
In [LZ20a], we proved such an explicit reciprocity law for the Euler system attached to the Shimura
variety of GSp(4). This strategy of the proof consisted roughly of two steps: firstly, to compute the
image of the Euler system under the syntomic regulator, identifying it with a non-critical value of a
p-adic L-function, and secondly, to use p-adic deformation to relate the Euler system to critical values
of the p-adic L-function.
In this paper, we carry out the first step for the cohomology classes mentioned above. The strategy of
the computation is parallel to that in the GSp(4)-case; the only fundamental difference is the replacement
of one (resp. both) GL2-Eisenstein classes in the GSp(4)-case by one (resp. two) classes arising from GL2-
cusp forms. The question of relating the cohomology classes to critical values of the p-adic L-function,
as well as the arithmetic applications, will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Chi-Yun Hsu, Zhaorong Jin and Ryotaro Sakamoto for
answering our questions about their work on the GSp4×GL2 Euler system.
This research was supported by the following grants: Royal Society University Research Fellowship
“L-functions and Iwasawa theory” (Loeffler); ERC Consolidator Grant “Euler systems and the Birch–
Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture” (Zerbes).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Conventions. In this paper, p is a prime. As in [LSZ17, §2], G denotes the symplectic group GSp4,
PSi and PKl denote its standard Siegel and Klingen parabolic subgroups. Define the groups
Ĝ = G×GL2 and G̃ = G×GL2×GL2,
where the map G→ GL1 is the symplectic multiplier and GL2 → GL1 is the determinant. Let H denote
the group GL2×GL1 GL2. We consider H as a subgroup of G, Ĝ and G̃ via the embeddings


















ι̂ : H ↪→ Ĝ, (h1, h2) 7→ (ι(h1, h2), h2) ,
ι̃ : H ↪→ G̃, (h1, h2) 7→ (ι(h1, h2), h1, h2)
Characters. If χ : (Z/N)× → A× is a character, for some ring A, then we let χ̂ denote the character
A×/Q×R×>0 → A× such that χ̂($`) = χ(`) for primes ` - N , where $` is a uniformizer at `. Note that
the restriction of χ̂ to Ẑ× ⊂ A×f is given by z 7→ χ(z−1 mod N).
2.2. Branching laws.
Definition 2.2.1.
(a) Write H for the standard representation of GL2, following [LZ20a, Def. 7.6.1]. (Note that this is
the opposite of the convention in [LSZ17].)
(b) For 0 6 r2 6 r1, write V (r1, r2) for the representation V (r1, r2; r1 + r2) of G (with conventions as
in [LPSZ19]).
Proposition 2.2.2. Let r1 > r2 > 0 be integers, and let t1, t2 be integers with t1 + t2 = r1 + r2 mod 2
and
|t1 − t2| 6 r1 − r2, r1 − r2 6 t1 + t2 6 r1 + r2.
Then:
(a) If V denotes the representation V (r1, r2) of G, then we have
Symt1 H∨  Symt2 H∨ ⊂ ι∗ (V ∨ ⊗ µq) ,
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where q = 12 (r1 + r2 − t1 − t2) ∈ Z>0.
(b) If V̂ denotes the representation V  Symt2 H of Ĝ, then
Symt1 H∨  1 ⊂ ι̂∗
(
V̂ ∨ ⊗ µ(q+t2)
)
.
(c) If Ṽ denotes the representation V  Symt1 H Symt2 H of G̃, then
1 1 ⊂ ι̃∗
(
Ṽ ∨ ⊗ µ(q+t1+t2)
)
.
In each case, the subrepresentation appears with multiplicity one.
Proof. Statement (a) is [LPSZ19, Prop. 6.4]. The other statements follow readily from this, noting that
H∨ = H⊗ det−1. (See also [HJS20, Cor. 3.2].) 
Remark 2.2.3. Note that these inequalities correspond to region (e) in [LZ20b, Figure 2]. Conversely,
one can check that an irreducible representation of G̃ has a vector invariant under ι̃(H) if and only if
it has the form given in (c), for some r1, r2, t1, t2 satisfying the stated inequalities (up to a twist by a
character trivial on the image of H). Similar statements can be formulated for (a) and (b). (We will not
use these statements directly, but they show that our statements are in some sense “optimal”.) 
2.3. Pushforward and pullback maps. We describe here the construction of motivic cohomology
classes for the Shimura varieties attached to G, Ĝ and G̃. The construction for G is identical to [LSZ17],
but we recall it here in parallel with the other two cases, in order to show the common aspects of the
three constructions.
Definition 2.3.1. For ? ∈ {G, Ĝ, G̃,H,GL2}, write Y? for the canonical Q-model of the Shimura variety
attached to ?, and Y?,L for its base-extension to a field L ⊇ Q.
Notation 2.3.2. Let (r1, r2, t1, t2) be integers satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2.2.2.
• Denote by HQ the GL2(Af)-equivariant relative Chow motive over YGL2 associated to the standard
representation H of GL2.
• Write VQ for the G(Af )-equivariant relative Chow motive of V over YG.
• Write V̂Q and ṼQ for the Chow motives associated to V̂ and Ṽ over Ŷ and Ỹ , respectively.
Proposition 2.3.3. Let (r1, r2, t1, t2) be integers satisfying the conditions of Proposition 2.2.2. Then
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Q(3− q − t1 − t2)
)
.(2.1c)
Here K, K̂, K̃ are sufficiently small open compact subgroups of G(Af), Ĝ(Af) and G̃(Af) respectively.
2.4. Lemma–Eisenstein maps.
Notation 2.4.1. We let S(A2f ) denote the space of Q-valued Schwartz functions on A2f , with GL2(Af)
acting by right-translation. We write S0(A2f ) for the subspace of functions such that Φ(0, 0) = 0.
For any t ∈ Z>0 we have a map, the motivic Eisenstein symbol (c.f. [KLZ20, §4.1]),






where YGL2 denotes the direct limit over all levels, and S(0) is read as S0 if t = 0 and S if t > 1. Thus
we may compose the maps of Proposition 2.3.3 with 2, 1 or 0 copies of the Eisenstein symbol, after
normalising by appropriate volume factors to give a map which is compatible with pullback in the level.
This gives maps









Q(3− q − t2)
)
[−q − t2],(2.2b)




Q(3− q − t1 − t2)
)
[−q − t1 − t2].(2.2c)
Here S(0,0)(A2f ×A2f ) denotes functions vanishing identically along {(0, 0)} ×A2f if t1 = 0, and along
A2f × {(0, 0)} if t2 = 0; and in the second formula, S(0)(A2f ) denotes S if t1 = 0 and no restriction
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otherwise. The notation [m] denotes twisting by the character ‖µ‖m of G(Af), as in [LSZ17, §6.2].
These maps satisfy equivariance properties for the actions of H(Af) × G(Af), H(Af) × Ĝ(Af) and
H(Af)× G̃(Af) respectively, which we shall not spell out explicitly here; the case of LEmot is described
in detail in [LSZ17, §8.2], and the other two cases are similar.
Remark 2.4.2. See [HJS20] for the case of Ĝ; the map denoted L̂Emot here is the “symbol map” of
op.cit.. 
3. Automorphic representations and Galois cohomology
3.1. The setting. The results of this paper will concern the following three settings:
(A) Π is a cuspidal automorphic representation of G; and we study the 4-dimensional spin Galois
representation attached to Π, and its character twists, using the map LEmot.
(B) Π is as in (A), and Σ2 is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2; and we study the 8-
dimensional Galois representation associated to Π̂ = Π  Σ2, viewed as a cuspidal automorphic
representation of Ĝ, using the map L̂Emot.
(C) Π is as in (A), and Σ1,Σ2 are cuspidal automorphic representations of GL2, such that the product
of the central characters of Π,Σ1 and Σ2 is trivial; and we study the 16-dimensional self-dual Galois
representation associated to Π  Σ1  Σ2, viewed as a cuspidal automorphic representation of G̃,
using the map L̃Emot.
The goal of this section is to define, in each of the above cases, a map Regpν : T
p → L, where p is
a prime where our automorphic representations are unramified, L is a finite extension of Qp, and T p
is a suitable space of “test data” away from p, depending on Π and the Σi. By construction, this map
measures the local non-triviality of a global Galois cohomology class. In the following sections, we shall
relate this map Regpν to cup-products in coherent cohomology, which we shall interpret as special values
of the p-adic L-functions of [LPSZ19] and [LZ20b].
The construction of Regpµ in case (A) is already given in [LZ20a] (building on the results of [LSZ17]).
However, we shall still include case (A) in our account here, in order to clarify the relationship between
this construction and the new results we are proving in case (B) and (C).
Remark 3.1.1. To some extent, cases (A) and (B) can be seen as “degenerate cases” of case (C), with
Σ1 in case (B) and both of the Σi in case (A) replaced by spaces of Eisenstein series. However, there are
limitations to this analogy: the definition of motivic classes is a little different between the three cases
– there does not seem to be a way to recover the maps LEmot or L̂Emot from L̃Emot. 
3.2. Automorphic representations for G.
Definition 3.2.1. Let (ΠH ,ΠW ) be a pair of non-endoscopic, non-CAP automorphic representations of
G(AQ) with the same finite part Πf , as in [LSZ17], with Π
W globally generic, discrete series at ∞ of
weight (k1, k2) = (r1 + 3, r2 + 3) for some integers r1 > r2 > 0. Let χΠ be the Dirichlet character such
that Π has central character χ̂Π; note that χΠ(−1) = (−1)r1+r2 .
Definition 3.2.2. We write Π′f for the “arithmetically normalised” twist Πf ⊗ ‖ · ‖−(r1+r2)/2, which is
definable over a number field E. For any field F ⊇ E, we let W (Π′f)F be the vectors defined over F in
the Whittaker model of Π′f , as in [LZ20a].
Definition 3.2.3. Let p be a prime such that Πp is unramified. We write α, β, γ, δ for the Hecke
parameters of Π′p, and Pp(X) for the polynomial (1− αX) . . . (1− δX).
The Hecke parameters are algebraic integers in Ē, and are well-defined up to the action of the Weyl
group. Extending E if necessary, we may assume that they lie in E itself. They all have complex absolute
value p(r1+r2+3)/2, and they satisfy αδ = βγ = p(r1+r2+3)χΠ(p) (and χΠ(p) is a root of unity).
Note 3.2.4. The polynomial Pp(X) is consistent with the notation of Theorem 10.1.3 of [LSZ17], and in
particular the local L-factor is given by











We shall fix an embedding E ↪→ L ⊂ Qp, where L is a finite extension of Qp, and let vp be the
valuation on L such that vp(p) = 1. If we order (α, β, γ, δ) in such a way that vp(α) 6 . . . 6 vp(δ) (which
is always possible using the action of the Weyl group), then we have the valuation estimates
vp(α) > 0, vp(αβ) > r2 + 1.
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Definition 3.2.5. We say Π is Siegel ordinary at p if vp(α) = 0, and Klingen ordinary at p if vp(αβ) =
r2 + 1 (and Borel ordinary if it is both Siegel and Klingen ordinary).
Taking V = V (r1, r2; r1 +r2) as in Definition 2.2.1, for each level U ⊂ G(Af), the Π′f -isotypical part of




copies of a 4-dimensional L-linear Galois
representation, uniquely determined up to isomorphism, whose semisimplification is the representation






for good primes `, where Frob` is an arithmetic Frobenius at `.
Definition 3.2.6. We define







This is a 4-dimensional L-linear representation of Gal(Q/Q) which is a canonical representative of
the isomorphism class ρΠ,p. We therefore obtain a canonical isomorphism




























∗, i.e. as modular parametrisations of Vp(Π)
∗ in the sense of [LSZ17, §10.4].
3.3. Automorphic representations for GL2.
Definition 3.3.1. For i = 1, 2 in case (C), and for i = 2 in case (B), let Σi be an automorphic
representation of GL2(AQ) generated by a holomorphic cuspidal newform gi of weight ti + 2 > 2. Let
Σ′i = Σi ⊗ ‖ · ‖−ti/2, so that Σ′i,f is defined over a number field.
We let χΣi denote the nebentype character of gi, so that Σi has central character χ̂Σi .
Replacing E by a finite extension if necessary, we may assume that it is a common field of definition
for both Π′f and Σ
′
i,f .
Definition 3.3.2. Let p be a prime such that Σi,f is unramified at p. We write ai, bi for the Hecke
parameters of Σ′i,p, and Qp,i(X) for the polynomial (1− aiX)(1− biX).
The Hecke parameters are algebraic integers in Ē, well-defined up to ordering. Extending E if neces-
sary, we may assume that they lie in E itself. They both have complex absolute value p(ti+1)/2,and they
satisfy ai + bi = ap(gi) and aibi = p
(ti+1)χΣi(p).
Note 3.3.3. The local L-factor is given by










By a similar construction to the above, we can attach to Σi a 2-dimensional L-linear Galois representa-
tion Vp(Σi), and we can interpret the L-linear Whittaker model W (Σ′i,f)L as a space of homomorphisms
of Galois representations Vp(Σi) → H1ét,c(YGL2,Q,Sym
ti HL), or dually H1ét(YGL2,Q,Sym
ti H ∨L (1)) →
Vp(Σi)
∗.
Remark 3.3.4. Note that W (Σ′i,f)L has a canonical nonzero vector (the normalised Whittaker newform),
which corresponds to the realisation of Vp(Σi) as the Σ
′
i,f -isotypical part of cohomology at level K1(Ni) =
{g : g = ( ? ?0 1 ) mod Ni} where Ni is the conductor of Σi. Similar remarks apply to Vp(Π), using the
newvector theory of [RS07] and [Oka19]. 
Proposition 3.3.5. There is a canonical vector νi,dR ∈ Fil1 DdR(Vp(Σi)) characterised as follows: we
have an isomorphism
Fil1 DdR(Vp(Σi)) = HomGL2(Af )
(





and νi,dR maps the normalised new-vector w
new
i ∈ W (Σ′i,f)E to G(χ
−1
Σi
) · gi, where gi is the normalised
newform generating Σ′i.
1This duality depends on a choice of Haar measure on G(Af); we choose this such that G(Ẑ) has volume 1.
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In other words, the composite of νi,dR with the q-expansion map, sending a modular form to its associ-
ated Whittaker function, is multiplication by G(χ−1Σi ). (The presence of the Gauss sum is a consequence
of the fact that the cusp ∞ is not rational in our model of Y1(N) = YGL2(K1(N)); see [KLZ20, §6.1].)
3.4. Eisenstein representations. We make the following definitions in cases (A) and (B), which are
slightly artificial but allow us to treat them on the same footing as (C).
Notation 3.4.1. For i = 1 in case (B), and i ∈ {1, 2} in case (A), let χΣi be a Dirichlet character, and
ti > 0 an integer, with (−1)ti = χΣi(−1).
We thus have integers (r1, r2, t1, t2), and Dirichlet characters (χΠ, χΣ1 , χΣ2), in all three cases.
Assumption 3.4.2. We suppose that χΠ · χΣ1 · χΣ2 = 1 (implying that r1 + r2 = t1 + t2 mod 2), and
that (r1, r2, t1, t2) satisfy the inequalities of Proposition 2.2.2.
Definition 3.4.3. If Σi is Eisenstein, we set
Vp(Σi) := L(−1− ti), ai = pti+1, bi = χΣi(p),
and we let ν
(i)
dR denote the canonical basis vector of Fil
(1+ti) DdR(L(−1− ti)) = L.
Remark 3.4.4. If ti > 0, then there is a non-cuspidal, discrete series automorphic representation Σ
′
i of
GL2(A), generated by holomorphic Eisenstein series of weight ti+2, whose central character is χ̂Σi‖·‖−ti
and whose T`-eigenvalue at a prime ` - cond(χΣi) is given by χΣi(`) + `(ti+1). We can think of these
Eisenstein representations as playing the role of the missing cuspidal automorphic representations in cases
(A) and (B). If ti = 0 the situation is more complicated, since the corresponding Eisenstein series are only
nearly-holomorphic rather than holomorphic, and the representation they generate is not irreducible; but
we are only using Σi as a notational device anyway, so this will not concern us greatly. 
3.5. Tensor products.
Definition 3.5.1. Let h = 2 + q + t1 + t2 =
r1+r2+t1+t2+4
2 , and define a Galois representation V by
V = Vp(Π)⊗ Vp(Σ1)⊗ Vp(Σ2),
with the above interpretation of Vp(Σi) if Σi is Eisenstein.
Using the above constructions, together with the Künneth formula, we can view W (Π′f)L in case (A),






















Definition 3.6.1. Let z denote the unique map
W (Π′f)L × S(0,0)(A2f ×A2f )→ H1(Q,V∗(−h))[2− h] (case A),
W (Π̂′f)L × S(0)(A2f )→ H1(Q,V∗(−h))[2− h] (case B),
W (Π̃′f)L → H1(Q,V∗(−h))[2− h] (case C),
such that, respectively, 〈
LE ét(Φ⊗ ξ), w
〉
G
= z(ξ · w,Φ),〈
L̂E ét(Φ⊗ ξ), ŵ
〉
Ĝ




= z(ξ · w̃).
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Notation 3.6.2. Let S and T (for “test data”) denote the following spaces:
S =

S(0)(A2f , χ̂Σ1)L[−t1] S(0)(A2f , χ̂Σ2)L[−t2] (case A)
S(0)(A2f , χ̂Σ1)L[−t1]W (Σ′2,f)L (case B)





T = W (Π′f)S ,
considered as a G̃(Af)-module in the evident fashion. (Here, S(0)(A2f , χ̂)L denotes the χ̂-eigenspace for
the action of Ẑ×.)
One checks that z(. . . ) is an H(Af)-equivariant map T → H1(Q,V∗(−h))[2− h], where H(Af) acts
on T via ι̃, and trivially on H1(Q,V∗(−h)).
Remark 3.6.3 (Multiplicity one). In case (C), the main result of [Wal12] shows that we have
dim HomH(Af ) (T , L[2− h]) 6 1,
with equality iff the local root numbers at all finite places are +1. So the image of z(. . . ) is contained in
a subspace of H1(Q,V∗(−h)) of dimension 6 1.
The analogous statements in cases (A) and (B) are more delicate, since one or both of the Σi is
replaced with a principal-series representation (a quotient of a space of Schwartz functions) which is no
longer irreducible if ti = 0. In this reducible case the multiplicity-one result is no longer automatic, due
to “exceptional pole” phenomena for local L-factors. This is explored in more detail in [Loe20]. In any
case, these multiplicity-one results do not seem to be needed for the proof of our main theorem, so we
shall not pursue the matter further in the present paper. 
Unravelling the notation, we can write the map z(. . . ) explicitly in terms of the pushforward maps of
Proposition 2.3.3. We omit case A here since this is given in [LZ20a, §6.5].
Proposition 3.6.4.
• In case (B), suppose that ŵ ∈ W (Π̂′f). Then for any open compact U ⊂ Ĝ(Af) such that U fixes ŵ
and V = U ∩H(Af) fixes Φ, we have










Here ι̂U,∗ denotes pushforward along YH(V ) → YĜ(U) and Eis
t1
ét,Φ denotes the étale realisation of
the motivic Eisenstein class Eist1mot,Φ.
• In case (C), suppose that w̃ ∈ W (Π̃′f). Then for any open compact U ⊂ G̃(Af) such that U fixes
ŵ, letting V = U ∩H(Af), we have
z(w̃) = vol(V ) ·
〈




Here ι̃U,∗ denotes pushforward along YH(V )→ YG̃(U).
3.7. Exponential maps and regulators.
Proposition 3.7.1. In cases (A) and (C) we have
H1e (Qp,V
∗(−h)) = H1f (Qp,V∗(−h)) = H1g (Qp,V∗(−h))




g are the Bloch–Kato subspaces. (Cf. [LZ20a, Lemma 6.7.2]).
In case (B), we always have H1e (Qp,V
∗(−h)) = H1f (Qp,V∗(−h)). We also have H1f (Qp,V∗(−h)) =
H1g (Qp,V
∗(−h)) unless (t1, t2) = (0, r1 − r2) and one of the pairwise products {αa2, . . . , δb2} is equal
to pr1+2.
Proof. It is well known that if V is a crystalline representation of Gal(Qp/Qp) and neither 1 nor p
−1 is
an eigenvalue of ϕ on Dcris(V ), then H
1
e (V ) = H
1
f (V ) = H
1
g (V ).
Since Π and the Σi are tempered, we can compute the absolute values of the eigenvalues of ϕ in terms
of the ri and ti. We find that the common absolute value is p
−(t1+t2+3)/2 in case (A), p−(t1+2)/2 in
case (B), and p−1/2 in case (C). So 1 is never an eigenvalue; and p−1 can only be an eigenvalue if we




, . . . , p
h
δb2
} is equal to p−1. 
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Remark 3.7.2. The exceptional case corresponds to a situation where the L-value corresponding to our
motivic class is a near-central value, and there is an “exceptional zero” coming from the Euler factor at
p. Note that the relation t2 = r1 − r2 implies that the L-function of Π× Σ2 has no critical values. 
Lemma 3.7.3. Suppose Π is Klingen-ordinary at p and we are in Case B, with (t1, t2) = (0, r1− r2). If
one of the pairwise products {αa2, . . . , δb2} is equal to pr1+2, then Π must in fact be Borel-ordinary at
p, Σ2 is ordinary at p, and the “bad” eigenvalue is either βb2 or γa2 (or possibly both) where α and a2
are the unit eigenvalues.
Proof. This follows by elementary manipulations from the inequalities for Hecke parameters of Π and
Σ2. 
Assumption 3.7.4. We assume henceforth that Π is Klingen-ordinary at p, and that we are not in the
exceptional case-B situation described above.
Since the localisations at p of the classes z(. . . ) lie in H1g (by [NN16, Theorem B]), they are also in
H1e . Letting “log” denote the inverse of the Bloch–Kato exponential, for any τ ∈ T we may define








Definition 3.7.5. Let ν be a basis of the 1-dimensional L-vector space
Fil1 DdR(Vp(Π))
Filr2+2 DdR(Vp(Π))
, and νdR its
unique lifting to Fil1 DdR(Vp(Π)) ∩Dcris(Vp(Π))(ϕ−α)(ϕ−β)=0, as in [LZ20a, §6.7].
One checks that




so this can be meaningfully paired with z(τ).
Definition 3.7.6. For τ ∈ T , we set
Regν(τ) = 〈log z(τ), µdR〉Dcris(V) ∈ L.
This defines an H(Af)-equivariant map T → L[2− h].
3.8. Multiplicity one at p.
Definition 3.8.1. Write T = Tp ⊗ T p as a tensor product of test data at p and away from p; and let
τp,sph ∈ Tp denote the “normalised spherical datum” at p, given as follows:
• in case (A), τp,sph = w0,sph ⊗ Φsph ⊗ Φsph, where w0,sph is the spherical Whittaker function of Π′p
with w0,sph(1) = 1, and Φsph = ch(Z
2
p);
• in case (B), τp,sph = w0,sph ⊗ Φsph ⊗ w2,sph, where w2,sph is the spherical Whittaker function of
Σ′2,p;
• in case (C), τp,sph = w0,sph ⊗ w2,sph ⊗ w2,sph.
Proposition 3.8.2. We have dim HomH(Qp)(Tp, L[2−h]) = 1, and this space has a unique basis vector
Z̃p such that Z̃p(τp,sph) = 1.
Proof. In case (A), this is [LZ20a, Proposition 6.9.1], which follows from a delicate analysis of local
integrals carried out in §19 of op.cit.. The same arguments are valid in cases (B) and (C); in case (B),
we need to assume that L-factor L(Πp ⊗ Σ2,p, s) does not have a pole at s = − t12 , but this turns out
to be equivalent to the assumption we have already made, that we are not in the “exceptional case B”
situation described above. 
Consequently, there are H(Apf )-equivariant maps
zp : T p → H1(Q,V(−h))[2− h], Regpν : T p → L[2− h],








Our goal is to give a formula for Regpν(τ
p) in terms of a cup-product in coherent cohomology, which we
can then identify with a value of a suitable p-adic L-function.
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3.9. Klingen-type data at p. We now specify the local data we want to use at p. Recall that we have
assumed Π to be Klingen-ordinary at p. There is thus a unique ordinary eigenspace at Klingen parahoric
level Kl(p) for the operator U ′2,Kl.
Definition 3.9.1.
• Let w′Kl ∈ W (Π′p)E denote the normalised U ′2,Kl-eigenvector at level Kl(p) defined in [LZ20a, §20.1].
• For i = 2 in case B, and i = 1, 2 in case C, we choose arbitrarily an ordering of the Hecke parameters
(ai, bi), and we let w
ai
i ∈ W (Σ′i,p) be the (U = ai)-eigenvector at level IwGL2(p).
• Let Φcrit ∈ S(Q2p,Q) be the unique Schwartz function such that Φ′i,p = ch(Zp × Z×p ), where ( )′






Kl  Φcrit  Φcrit case A
γpw
′










where γp ∈ GSp4(Zp)/Kl(p) has first column (1, 1, 0, 0)T mod p.
















In particular, if we are not in the “exceptional type B” case, then Z̃p(τ
Kl
p ) 6= 0.
Proof. This follows from a local zeta-integral computation which is carried out in [LZ20c]. 
4. Coherent cup products
4.1. Setup. In this section, for each of the cases (A), (B), (C) we shall define a linear map
Perpν : T
p → L.
This will be defined using the Zariski cohomology of coherent sheaves on a p-adic integral model of the
GSp4 Shimura variety (of Klingen parahoric level at p), in contrast to the étale cohomology used to
define the regulator Regpµ. However, it is important to note that both classes depend on the same input
data, so it is meaningful to compare the two.
We shall recall below that the values of Perpν can be interpreted as values (outside the interpolation




Assumption 4.1.1. Henceforth we suppose r2 > 1.
4.2. Coherent classes from GL2 cuspforms. As noted above, for i = 2 in case (B), and i = 1, 2 in
case (C), there are canonical homomorphisms νi : W (Σ′i,f)E → H0(XGL2,E , ωti+2).
In particular, given any choice of vector wp ∈ W (Σ′i,p), we can form a map W (Σ
′(p)
i,f )E → H0(XGL2,E , ωti+2)
via wp 7→ νi(wpwp). The relevant choices of wp will be:
• the spherical vector wsph, normalised by wsphi,p (1) = 1;
• the vectors wai and wbi , which are the unique vectors invariant under {( ∗ ∗? ) mod p} which are
Up-eigenvectors with eigenvalues ai and bi respectively, and satisfy w
ai(1) = wbi(1) = 1;
• the “p-depleted vector” wdep, which is characterised by wdep (( x 00 1 )) = chZ×p (x).
We denote the corresponding homomorphisms from W (Σ
′(p)






i ). After base-
extending to L, we can view νdepi as taking values in the kernel of the Up-operator acting on the space
Sti+2(L) of p-adic modular forms. On this space, the Serre differential operator θ (acting as q
d
dq on










4.3. Coherent classes from Eisenstein series. We now recall some facts from [LZ20a, §15] on Eisen-
stein series. If k > 1, and Φ ∈ S(0)(A2f ), we defined in [LPSZ19] an Eisenstein series E(k,Φ)(s) depending




and F kΦ = E
(k,Φ)(1 − k2 ), which are holomorphic modular forms; if Φ is E-valued they are defined over
E as sections of ωk.
Proposition 4.3.1. The de Rham realisation of the Eisenstein class Eistmot,Φ is given by F
(t+2)
Φ .
We shall take Φ = ΦpΦp, where Φ
p is an arbitrary Schwartz function away from p, and Φp is one of
the following. Here Φ′p denotes the Fourier transform in the second variable only, as in [LZ20a, §15.2].
• the spherical Schwartz function Φsph = ch(Zp × Zp);
• the “critical-slope” Schwartz function Φcrit such that Φ′crit = ch(Zp × Z×p );
• the “depleted” Schwartz function Φdep such that Φ′dep = ch(Z×p × Z×p ).

















forms which vanish at all cusps in the multiplicative locus of the modular curve, and hence are cuspidal
as p-adic modular forms.
Definition 4.3.2. In all three cases, we define a map





Note that the values of G are p-adic modular forms which are never classical (unless they are 0).
4.4. Coherent classes from Π. Our final ingredient is a map
νKl :W(Π′(p)f )→ H
2(XG,Kl(p),N 1).
Write ηKl for a generic element in the image of this map, and µdR for the canonical lift to Fil
1 DdR(Vp(Π)).
We can regard ν as a map fromW(Π′f) to this space, so as above, it suffices to choose a Whittaker vector
at p. We choose this to be the normalised generator of the U ′2,Kl-ordinary eigenspace at Klingen parahoric
level defined in [LZ20a, §20.1].
We can consider the values of νKl as linear functionals on the U2,Kl-ordinary part ofH
1(XG,Kl(p),N 2(−D)).
By the classicity theorem proved in [LPSZ19, §3], we can regard νKl as a linear functional on the coho-
mology of the multiplicative locus, H1(X>1G,Kl,N 2(−D)), since these two spaces have the same ordinary
part.





















is the twisted pushforward map considered in [LPSZ19, §4].
4.5. Statement of the main theorem.












for all choices of τp ∈ T p.
Unravelling the notation a little, we can write this in the following form, which is what we shall




2 for the first and second
projections of KpH = K
p ∩H; and let





Meanwhile, let Kl(p) denote the Klingen parahoric,
K̂l(p) = Kl(p)× IwGL2(p), K̃l(p) = Kl(p)× IwGL2(p)× IwGL2(p);
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and letKH,∆(p) = H(Zp)∩γp Kl(p)γ−1p , described explicitly in [LPSZ19, §4.1]. We write YKl(p), ŶKl(p), ỸKl(p)
for the Shimura varieties of level Kp Kl(p), K̂pK̂l(p) etc, and similarly YH,∆(p). We write X... for their
toroidal compactifications.
Proposition 4.5.2. In case (C), the above formula is equivalent to the following statement: for all
prime-to-p levels Kp ⊂ G(Apf ), all η ∈ e′KlH2(Πf)K
p Kl(p), and all µi ∈ H0(Σ′i,f)K
p
i IwGL2 (p) which are
Up = ai eigenvectors, we have〈



















i is the p-depletion of µ
ai
i . There are analogous formulae in cases (B) and (A) in which the























The equivalence of this and Theorem 4.5.1 follows from Proposition 3.6.4. It is the formula of Propo-
sition 4.5.2 that we shall actually prove.
Remark 4.5.3. Note that the class ηdR is annihilated by (1 − ϕα )(1 −
ϕ





. Here ϕ denotes the “abstract” Frobenius of rigid cohomology. Over the ordinary
locus, this Frobenius element has a canonical lifting given by a suitable Hecke operator, and we shall





little care is required here in the the non-cuspidal cases, since in these cases µi,dR itself is exact on the
ordinary locus; but it is not “cuspidally exact” – it does not have a cuspidal antiderivative – and hence







annihilates ηdRµ1,dRµ2,dR on this region, which explains the appear-
ance of the Euler factor in the above formulae. 
5. The relation to p-adic L-functions
In this section we recall how the coherent period Perν(τ
p) is related to values of p-adic L-functions,
summarising results proved in more detail in [LPSZ19] for cases (A), (B), and in [LZ20b] for case (C).
5.1. Cases A and B. In case A, and in a subcase of case B (when t2 6 r1− r2− 1), we can deform the
Eisenstein representations p-adically, while keeping the cuspidal automorphic representations fixed; this
simplifes the statements considerably. We shall also assume that the field E contains a root of unity of
order N2, where N2 is the conductor of χΣ2 ; this allows us to sidestep some rationality issues involving
Gauss sums.
Theorem 5.1.1.
(1) In case (A), there exists an element Lp,ν(Π;χΣ1 , χΣ2) ∈ ΛL(Z×p ×Z×p ) with the following property:
for a1 + ρ1, a2 + ρ2 locally algebraic characters with 0 6 ai 6 r1 − r2 and (−1)a1+a2ρ1ρ2(−1) =
−χΣ2(−1), we have
Lp,ν(Π;χΣ1 , χΣ2)(a1 + ρ1, a2 + ρ2) = (?) ·







(2) In case (B), suppose t2 6 r1 − r2 − 1. Then there exists an element Lp,ν(Π× Σ2) ∈ ΛL(Z×p ) with
the following property: for a+ ρ a locally algebraic character with 0 6 a 6 r1− r2− 1− t2, we have
Lp,ν(Π× Σ2)(a+ ρ) = (?) ·
L(Π× Σ, 2−r1+r2+t22 + a)
ΩΠ(ν)
.
The following formula for the coherent period Perν drops out naturally from the construction:
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Proposition 5.1.2. In case (A) we have
Perν(τ




where Z̃` is a non-zero linear functional on T`, which is 1 on the spherical data if ` is an unramified
prime. In case (B), we have the similar formula
Perν(τ




Note that −1− r2 + q < 0, so these values always lie outside the range of interpolation of the p-adic
L-function. To include case (C), and the remaining subcases of (B), in our discussion we need to allow
the GL2 cusp forms to vary in p-adic families.
5.2. Hida families and case (C). For case C, we use the following setup. The theory of local newvec-
tors shows that T p has a canonical non-zero vector τpnew such that T












Theorem 5.2.1. (c.f. [LZ20b, Thm. 4.4.1]) Let G = (G1,G2, c) be a self-dual twist of a pair of Hida




(Π× G)(κ1, κ2) ∈ I⊗O L̄,
which interpolates the Gan–Gross–Prasad period on Π× Σ(G1,κ1)× Σ(G2,κ2) in the region
X(f) = {(κ1, κ2) : κi > 1, κ1 + κ2 6 r1 − r2 + 2, κ1 + κ2 = r1 + r2 mod 2} ⊂ XG1 × XG2 .
Proposition 5.2.2. For (t1, t2) such that (r1, r2, t1, t2) satisfies Proposition 2.2.2, we have the formula
Perν(γ
(p) · τpnew) = L
(f)
p,ν,γ(p)
(Π× G)(t1 + 2, t2 + 2).
Remark 5.2.3. The set of values (κ1, κ2) = (t1 + 2, t2 + 2) to which Proposition 5.2.2 applies corresponds
to region (e) in [LZ20b, Figure 2]; in particular, it has empty intersection with the region (f) in which
L(f)
p,ν,γ(p)
(Π× G) interpolates the automorphic period.
We can likewise extend the p-adic L-function of case (B) to allow Σ2 to vary in a Hida family (with







6. Syntomic and finite-polynomial cohomology
6.1. Nekovar–Niziol fp-cohomology. We briefly summarize the results from [LZ20a, §§7.2 - 7.5].
LetX be any Qp-variety, and let n ∈ Z. One can define groupsRΓNN-fp(X,n;P ) andRΓNN-fp,c(X,n;P )
for any polynomial P (t) ∈ Zp[t] with constant coefficient 1, with the case P (t) = 1 − t recovering the
syntomic theory of [NN16]. In this case, we denote the cohomology groups by RΓNN-syn(X,n).
If X is smooth of pure dimension d, then we have a canonical trace map
(6.1) trNN-fp,X,P : H
2d+1





for any polynomial P such that P (1/p) 6= 0.
If G is a reductive group and U ⊂ G(Af ) open compact, write X = YG(U) for the Shimura variety
attached to G of level U . We can define cohomology with coefficients in algebraic representations V .
The cup product gives rise to a pairing
(6.2) 〈 , 〉NN-fp,X,P : HiNN-syn(X,V, n)×H2d+1−iNN-fp,c (X,V
∨, d+ 1− n, P ) - Qp
for any n and any P with P (1/p) 6= 0.
For cohomology with coefficients, the formalism of pushforward and pullback maps works as follows:
suppose that we have a closed immersion of PEL Shimura varieties ι : YH(U
′) ↪→ YG(U) of codimension
d, for some reductive group H and U ′ = U ∩H(Af). Assume that the closed immersion extends to the
toroidal compactifications. Let W be a direct summand of V |H . We then obtain
(ιWU )∗ : H
?
NN-fp(YH(U
′),W, n;P ) - H?+2dNN-fp(YG(U),V, d+ n;P ),(6.3)
(ιWU )
∗ : H?NN-fp,c(YG(U),V, n;P ) - H?NN-fp,c(YH(U ′),W, n;P )(6.4)
for all r ∈ Z which are adjoint under the pairing (6.2).
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6.2. Comparison with log-rigid fp-cohomology. Let K be a finite extension of Qp with uniformizer
π. Write OπK for the scheme SpecOK with the canonical log structure 1 7→ π. Let (X,D) be a strictly
semistable log scheme over OπK with boundary, in the sense of [EY18], and write U = X − D. As
explained in [LZ20a, §9.], one can define log-rigid fp-cohomology (with or without compact support),
denoted by RΓlrig-fp(X〈±D〉, n, π;P ), for any n ∈ Z. This cohomology theory is equipped with pullback
and cup products, and it compares with NN-fp cohomology:
Proposition 6.2.1. If X is proper, we have canonical isomorphisms
(6.5)
RΓNN-fp(UK , n;P ) ∼= RΓlrig-fp(X〈D〉, n, π;P ) and RΓNN-fp,c(UK , n;P ) ∼= RΓlrig-fp(X〈−D〉, n, π;P ).
We can also compare log-rigid fp cohomology to Besser’s fp-cohomology of a smooth open subscheme
Z of X:
Proposition 6.2.2. We have an extension-by-0 morphism
RΓrig-fp,c(Z〈−D〉, n, π;P ) - RΓlrig-fp(X〈−D〉, n, π;P )
which is adjoint to restriction to Z under the cup product pairing.
Remark 6.2.3. We define log-rigid fp-cohomology with coefficients in a filtered F -isocrystal F using
Liebermann’s trick. This definition is compatible with NN fp-cohomology and Besser’s log-rigid fp-
cohomology with coefficients under the maps above. 
We also need the notion of Gros rigid fp-cohomology (with and without compact support), denoted
R̃Γrig-fp(Z〈±D〉, n, π;P ) and R̃Γrig-fp,c(Z〈∓D〉, n, π;P ), respectively (see [LZ20a, §9.2]). It is charac-
terised by the fact that there are natural maps (specialisation, resp. cospecialisation)
R̃Γrig-fp(Z〈±D〉, n, π;P ) - RΓrig-fp(Z〈∓D〉, n, π;P )
RΓrig-fp,c(Z〈∓D〉, n, π;P ) - R̃Γrig-fp,c(Z〈∓D〉, n, π;P )
which are compatible with cup products.
6.3. Reduction to log-rigid fp-cohomology of YG. We now apply the formalism described in Section
6.1 to the representations V , V̂ and Ṽ . As in Proposition 2.2.2, let r1 > r2 > 0, t1, t2 > 0 such that
r1 + r2 ≡ t1 + t2 (mod 2),
|t1 − t2| 6 r1 − r2 and r1 − r2 6 t1 − t2 6 r1 + r2.
Let q = 12 (r1 + r2 − t1 − t2).








t1 H ∨Qp  Sym

































∗ : H?NN-syn,c(YG,Kl,VQp , d+ q) - H?NN-syn,c(YH,∆,Sym
t1 HQp  Sym




∗ : H?NN-syn,c(ŶG,Kl, V̂Qp , d+ q + t2) - H?NN-syn,c(YH,∆,Sym





ỸKl, ṼQp , d+ q + t1 + t2
)
- H?NN-syn,c (YH ,Qp, d) .
Lemma 6.3.2. For i = 1, 2, let xi ∈ H1NN-syn(YGL2,Γ0 ,Sym




1,∗ (x1 t x2) ∪ y = ι̂
[t1]
∆,∗ (x1 t 1) ∪ (y t x2)(6.6)
= ι̃1,∗(1 t 1) ∪ (y t x1 t x2) ,(6.7)
where we use the identification Symt H (−t) ∼= Symt H ∨.
Proof. Simple check. 
Write D̂ for the boundary divisor X̂Kl,Q − ŶKl,Q.
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Notation 6.3.3. For t > 0, write Eis[t]syn,Φ for the image of Eis
[t]
mot,Φ under rNN-syn.
As in Section 4.1, let (w,Φ) be the product of some arbitrary test data (wp,Φp) away from p and the
Klingen test data at p. Shrinking Kp if necessary, we may assume that Kp fixes wp, and KpH fixes Φ
p.
Note 6.3.4. We can regard ηdR as an element ηdR,q ∈ Fil1+q DdR(Vp(Π)). 
Lemma 6.3.5. Let Pq(T ) = P (p
1+qT ). Then there exists a unique lift ηNN-fp,q,−D of ηdR,q to the group
H3NN-fp(XKl,V(−D), 1 + q;Pq)[Π′f ].
Definition 6.3.6. For i = 1, 2, write µi,NN-fp for the unique Σ
′
i,f-equivariant lift of µi,dR to
H1NN-fp(YGL2,Γ0 ,Sym
ti H , 1 + ti;Qi,ti),








(1) We have 〈(



















(2) We have 〈(
log ◦ prΠ̃′∨f ◦ι̃1,?
)









Proof. We prove (1). It is clear from the general formalism of Abel–Jacobi maps (c.f. [LZ20a, §7.3]) that〈(

















t 1), ηNN-fp,q,−D t µ2,NN-fp
〉
.
The result now follows by applying Lemma 6.3.2 and the adjunction between pushforward and pullback.
(2) can be proved analogously. 
















NN-fp. Also, define polynomials
R1(T ) =
{
1− T Case (B)
Q1(T ) Case (C)
and R2(T ) = Q2(T ).
Using the isomorphisms (6.5) between NN-fp and lrig-fp cohomology, we obtain the following:

























7. Comparison with the regulator evaluation for GSp(4)
7.1. Reduction to Gros fp-cohomology. The formula for the regulator in Lemma 6.3.9 resembles
closely that of the 1st reduction step in the evaluation of the regulator for the GSp(4) Euler system: in













so all we have done is to replace the Eisenstein classes by x
(i)
lrig-fp. In op. cit., we reduce (7.1) to a pairing
in Gros fp-cohomology over Y ordH,∆. This reduction is independent of whether we pair against Eisenstein
or cuspidal classes, so by the same argument, we obtain the analogous formula for our regulator. In
order to state it, we need to recall some definitions.
Definition 7.1.1. Let YG,Kl be the canonical Zp-model of the Siegel 3-fold of level K
p×Kl(p), for some
(sufficiently small) tame level Kp. Let XG,Kl be a toroidal compactification of YKl (for some suitably
chosen cone-decomposition Σ), and XminKl the minimal compactification. Write D for the boundary divisor
of the toroidal compactification. Write YG,Kl,0 (resp. XG,Kl,0) for the special fibre of YG,Kl (resp. XG,Kl).
We similarly write YG for the canonical Zp-model of the Siegel 3-fold of level K
p × G(Zp), and XG
for its toroidal compactification.
For r ∈ {0, 1, 2}, we have subschemes X>rG,Kl and X
6r
G,Kl of XG,Kl,0.




for the cohomology of X ordG,Kl
with coefficients in E, compactly supported away from X=1G,Kl.
Definition 7.1.3. Let XH,∆ be the covering of XH parametrising choices of finite flat Zp-subgroup-
scheme C ⊂ (E1 ⊕ E2)[p] of order p which project nontrivially into both Ei.
Lemma 7.1.4. There is a finite map ι1 : XH,∆ → XKl lying over the map XH → XG, and the preimage
of X>1G,Kl is the open subscheme X
ord
H,∆ where C is multiplicative.
Proof. See [LPSZ19, §4.1]. 
We therefore obtain a finite map of dagger spaces ι1 : X ordH,∆ → X
>1
G,Kl (whose image is contained in
X ordG,Kl).







factors through RΓc0(X ordKl , E).
Proof. This is [LZ20a, Prop. 10.3.4]. 
Proposition 7.1.6. Assuming Conjecture 10.2.3 in [LZ20a], the extension-by-0 map
H3rig-fp,c(X
>1
G,Kl〈−D〉,V, n, P )→ H
3
lrig-fp(XG,Kl〈−D〉,V, n, P ).
induces an isomorphism on the Π′f-eigenspace.
Proof. See [LZ20a, Prop. 10.4.3]. 





G,Kl〈−D〉,V, 1 + q, P )[Π
′
f ]
which is in the Πf-eigenspace for the prime-to-p Hecke operators and maps to ηdR,q,−D under extension-
by-0.
Note 7.1.8. As shown in [LZ20a, Prop. 12.3.1], η>1rig-fp,q,−D lifts uniquely to an element in Gros fp-





G,Kl〈−D〉,V, 1 + q;Pq),

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rig-fp,c0(X ordG,Kl〈−D〉,V, 1 +
q;Pq) under restriction to the ordinary locus. Here, H̃
•
rig-fp,c0(X ordG,Kl, ∼ ) denotes Gros fp-cohomology
of X ordG,Kl with compact support towards X=0G,Kl, as defined in §9.2.4 and Def. 12.2.1 in op.cit.




rig-fp,c0(X ordG,Kl,V, 1 + q;Pq) under the ‘forget −D’
map.
Notation 7.1.10. For i = 1, 2, write x
(i)







,Symti HQp , 1+








ti H , 1 + ti; R̃i,ti)
the image of x
(i)
rig-fp,ord in the Gros-fp cohomology of YordGL2,Γ0 . Here, we let
R̃i(T ) =
{
1− t in case (B) for i = 1
1− Tbi otherwise
2
Arguing as in [LZ20a, §12.3], we obtain the following result:

























7.2. Representation of the classes as coherent fp-pairs.
7.2.1. Classes from Π. As in [LPSZ19, §5.2], the pair (r1, r2) determines algebraic representations Li
of the Siegel Levi MSi, for 0 6 i 6 3, all with central character diag(x, . . . , x) 7→ xr1+r2 ; and hence
vector bundles Li = [Li]can on XK,Q for any sufficiently small level K (the canonical extensions of the
corresponding vector bundles over YK,Q). Let N
i = L3−i, and N i = L3−i the corresponding vector
bundles.




with the following two
properties:
(1) U ′Kl,2 acts on η
>1




(2) The image of η>1coh,−D under the extension-by-zero map is η
alg
−D.
This class enjoys the following additional properties:
(3) The operator U ′Kl,1 acts on η
>1
coh,−D as multiplication by α+ β.
(4) The spherical Hecke algebra acts via the system of eigenvalues associated to Π′.
Proof. See [LZ20a, Prop. 11.6.3]. 
Definition 7.2.2. Define η̆>1coh,q,−D to be the image of η
>1




1〈−D〉) - H2c (X
>1
G,Kl,F il




where the first map is given by the inclusion of complexes, and the second map is induced from the natural
inclusion of sheaves.
As shown in Prop. 12.3.7 in op.cit., every element in H̃3rig-fp,c0(X ordG,Kl,V, 1 + q;Pq) can be uniquely
represented by a pair of classes
(x, y) ∈ H2c0(X ordG,Kl,N 0)⊕H2c0(X ordG,Kl,N 1)
which satisfies ∇(x) = Pq(ϕ) · y and ∇(y) = 0.
Lemma 7.2.3. (c.f. Proposition 12.4.5 in op.cit) The class η̃ordrig-fp,q is represented by the pair of classes(
η̆ordcoh,q, ζ̆
)
, with ζ̆ ∈ H2c0(X ordG,Kl,V ⊗ Ω0G〈D〉), which satisfy
∇η̆ordcoh,q = 0 and Pq(Φ1+q) η̆ordcoh,q = ∇ζ̆.
16
7.2.2. Classes from Σi. We have a similar (but much simpler) result for x̃
(i),ord
rig-fp .
Lemma 7.2.4. The class x̃
(i),ord





ti HQp , 1 + ti;Si,ti).
Here, Si(T ) = 1− b−1i T , where b1 is as defined in Definition 3.4.3 in case (B).
Proof. The result is obvious except in the case (B) for i = 1 where the result follows from [LZ20a,
§15.4]. 
Let u, v denote the basis of sections ω̃ and ũ over the Igusa tower, as constructed in [KLZ20, §4.5]
(c.f. also [LZ20a, §15.5]).
Definition 7.2.5.
• Let gi be the Eisenstein series F t1+2Φ(p)Φcrit in case (B) for i = 1, and let it be the normalized cuspidal
eigenform in Σi of p-level Γ0(p) with Up-eigenvalue ai otherwise.
• Let Gi be the p-adic Eisenstein series E−t1Φ(p)Φdep in case (B) for i = 1, and let it be the unique p-adic
modular form with trivial constant term of weight −ti such that θti+1Gi = g[p]i otherwise.
Note 7.2.6. The Eisenstein series F t1+2
Φ(p)Φcrit
is in the Up = p
t1+1 eigenspace. 
Lemma 7.2.7. The class x̃
(i),ord
rig-fp,−DGL2












θjGi · vti−jwj and ε(i)1 = gi · vti ⊗ ξ,
where ξ is as defined in [KLZ20, §4.5].
Note 7.2.8. We have Up(ε
(i)
0 ) = 0. 
Lemma 7.2.9. The class x̃
(1)
rig-fp,ord,−DGL2
t x̃(2)rig-fp,ord,−DGL2 is represented by the coherent fp-pair
(α1, α2) ∈ H2,1
(
X ordH,∆,Sym
t1 HQp  Sym
t2 HQp , 2 + t1 + t2;S
)
,
























7.3. Evaluation of the pairing. We can now evaluate the pairing (7.3). As a first step, we reduce it
to a pairing in coherent cohomology, analogous to [LZ20a, Lemma 6.1.1]:





















We evalute this expression using Besser’s formalism for cup products in fp-cohomology: let





































(ζ̆, η̆ordcoh,q), (α1, α2)
〉
coh−fp,X ordH,∆






















where the last equality follows by the same argument as in the proof of [LZ20a, Prop. 16.1.2].
Remark 7.3.2. The factor Υ arises from the normalisation of the trace map on finite-polynomial coho-
mology. 
Write P (x) = 1 + c1x+ c2x
2; by definition, we have c2 = (αβ)
−1 and c1 = −α+βαβ . Then
b(x, y) = 1− c2 pt1+t2+2(b1b2)−1 x2y.
We now identify ϕ∗H,1 with p
−1ϕ∗H . Expanding the terms, we obtain the following expression:











































































































Proof. Analogous to the proof of [LZ20a, Lemma 16.1.4]. 
We hence deduce the following formula for the pairing:
























We now apply [LZ20a, Cor. 14.2.4].
Note 7.3.6. For 0 6 ` 6 t1 + t2, a basis of Gr
` VH is given by
{vt1−iwi  vt2−jwj : 0 6 i 6 t1, 0 6 j 6 t2, i+ j = t1 + t2 − `}.





1 under projection to Gr
r1−q (Symt1 H  Symt2 H ) is given by
(−1)r2−q t!
(q − r2 + t1)!
× θ(q−r2+t1)G1 · vr1−r2−rwr2−q  g2 · (vt2 ⊗ ξ ⊗ e1).





r1−q (Symt1 H  Symt2 H ) is given by
(−1)r2−q t2!






























) × 〈ηordcoh,q, ιp−adic? (θq−r2−1g[p]1 t g2)〉































) × 〈ηordcoh,q, ιp−adic? (ϕ∗GL2g1  θq−r2−1g[p]2 )〉












Proof. Analogous to the proof of [LZ20a, Prop. 16.9.1] 
To relate the formula of Proposition 7.3.9 to the p-adic coherent periods of Proposition 4.5.2, we use
the following useful lemma.
Proposition 7.3.10. If k1, k2 are any integers (not necessarily positive) with k1 + k2 = r1− r2 + 2, and
G1,G2 are p-adic modular forms of weights ki such that Up(G1) = 0, then〈
ηordcoh, ι? (G1  ϕ(G2))
〉
= 0.
Proof. We shall prove this via a modification of the argument used in Corollary 12.5.3 of [LZ20a] (which
was a related vanishing statement involving a “p-depleted” class on G, rather than on H as here). We
use the following identity of correspondences XordH,∆(p)⇒ X
ord
G,Kl(p):
Z ′ ◦ ι1 ◦ (ϕ,Rp) = U ′2 ◦ ι1 ◦ (1, Up).
Note that composing this with (Up, 1) gives the identity used loc.cit., and the new, slightly stronger
identity can be proved by exactly the same argument.
Since ηordcoh is an eigenvector for U
′
2, with non-zero eigenvalue, we can argue that〈



































Remark 7.3.11. There is a similar statement with the roles of G1 and G2 interchanged. 
Corollary 7.3.12. We have




























) × 〈ηordcoh,q, ιp−adic? (θq−r2−1g[p]1 t g[p]2 )〉 .

































since g2 − g[p]2 = 1b2ϕ
∗(g2). 
Arguing as in [LZ20a, §16.5] completes the proof of Proposition 4.5.2.
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